


Question card instructions  

•  Find a partner and stay on your feet  

•  Ask them the question on your card and listen to them 

answer it in under a minute 

•  Answer the question on their card in under a minute 

•  Swap cards  

•  Find a new partner and start from the beginning again 



Objectives  

•  Understand what a real team is and why it is important  

•  Become clearer about our collective purpose and goals  

•  Experience working effectively as team and help us to feel 
more comfortable with one another 

•  Take part in a fun, memorable and engaging experience that 
serves to help our team get off to a great start  



Outline of day  

09:30    Welcome 
0945   Tower of Power team challenge 
10:30   Team definition and purpose  
11:00   Break  
11:15   Trust development  
12:00   The 5 characteristics of a cohesive team  
12:30   Lunch  
13:00   Team2 team challenge  
13:45   Needs and Offers 
14:30   Break  
14:45   Pipeline team challenge 
15:30   Ideas generation  
15:55   Commitments 
16:30   Close   



Tower of Power instructions  

Objective: 

To build a tower as high and as stable as possible.  

Rules:  

•  Keep lines long and under tension at all times.  

•  Only touch your own line and no other equipment.  



Katzenbach and Smith’s definition of a real team  

A real team… 
 a small number of people (3-12)  
 with complementary skills (technical, inter-personal 
and problem-solving) 
 who have  
 a clear and meaningful purpose,  
 common goals and an  
 agreed working approach 
 for which they hold themselves   
 mutually accountable 

Katzenbach and Smith The Wisdom of Teams  



Questions to answer in crafting a story  

1.  Think of a time when you faced some kind of challenge.  It can be a challenge big 
or small, and it can be something that happened recently or many years ago.  
Challenges you faced as a child or a young adult can make especially powerful 
stories.  The only proviso is that things worked out alright in the end, and that 
you are happy to share this experience with others. 

2.  How did you feel when you encountered this challenge? It’s probably something 
on the spectrum between concerned and terrified. 

3.  What unexpected help came your way? Maybe you drew on some inner 
resources, or maybe someone else helped you. 

4.  How did things work out in the end? 

5.  What did you learn from this experience? 

6.  What does that say about your values and beliefs as a person now? 



The five characteristics of a cohesive team  

Lencioni’s Triangle 



Team2 

Objective: 

For each team member to form a square out of the puzzle 
pieces.  

Rules:  
•  Every square must be the same size. 
•  Verbal communication is prohibited. 
•  Each person may work only with the puzzle pieces 

within his or her field 
•  Team members may give pieces to each other but may 

not actively take pieces from them. 
•  Everyone may put her/his pieces in the central area 

and/or take pieces from there. 
•  The task is accomplished when all squares are 

complete. 



Team2 review questions 

•  What was key to succeeding at this task? 

•  What was your strategy for finding the solution? 

•  Who felt left out? 

•  Who was supported by others? In what way? 

•  Given your experience of this project, how would you 

characterise effective team work?  



Needs and offers  

1.  What specifically do you need or want from others in the 
team (as a whole or from individuals) in order to be able to 
work more effectively with and for this team? 

2.  What specifically are you willing to offer to do for others in 
the team to enable them to work more effectively?  



Pipeline  

Objective: 
For each team to transport a wooden ball each using the 3 pipelines 
available from their assigned starting point to the wooden box. All 
balls (transported by different sub-teams) must land in the box within 
2 seconds of each other. 

Rules:  
•  The ball must remain in motion at all times. If it stops, goes 

backwards or is dropped, you need to start again. 
•  People with the ball in ‘their’ pipeline must stand still. 
•  Your team need to take turns having the ball i.e. after you have 

had the ball, all team members must have it before you have it 
again! 

•  The ball must not be touched! 
•  You have a maximum of 20 minutes in total to achieve the 

objective.  



Ideas generation questions 

•  How specifically can we ensure that we continue to develop 
as a team? 

•  What can we do to build trust, encourage healthy conflict, 
enable commitment, ensure accountability and guarantee 
great results? 

•  How can we work collaboratively together?  
•  What should be the standards by which we work as a team? 



Commitments 

In crafting your commitment, think about… 

1.  Why – the purpose of your commitment  
2.  What – what specifically are you going to do 
3.  When – when will it be done by  
4.  Who – is responsible for making this happen  
5.  How – how exactly you will be able to monitor and measure 

whether it is actually being achieved 



Emotion card close  

Choose a picture that relates to your experience 
 of today and your key hope for the  

team going forward… 


